Belonging to this domestic establishment, this "domestication of the in-
finite', everywhere there is to he seen a peculiar concentration on the part
of Ochsan, the kindly-faced housewife. And eyen as yet: on the part of her
coy daughters O Kani-san and O Hisa-san. As they all go about their
domestic tasks, there must be some religious consecration in their minds
to what they do. Or, in their hearts maybe.
"The simplest way with no waste.' That is daily Shinto ceremonial in
Japan, I found after trying to work it all out that way for my people. You.
may see this in the most dignified and valued of all Japanese ceremonials
—their tea ceremony. All cultured Japanese women, rich or poor, must
learn to properly perform the tea ceremony according to cultural rules laid
down by the celebrated master-esthete,, Rikkyu. He was master too of
flower arrangement. I tried to learn it. But this high tea ceremony came
simply out of the science or art of most gracefully and economically getting
a cup of tea made and reverently serving it to beloved or respected guests.
Such reverent concentration as this tea ceremonial carries the ideal of 'be
clean' to such heights—and lengths too—as weary us of the more direct
West. We have not the spirit of it nor could we stand it—very long. But in
this ceremony the very sense of 'be clean' becomes the spiritual attitude
that not only abhors waste as matter out of place—therefore dirt—but
places disorder of any sort in the same category.
That attitude prolonged, the West finds unbearable. This practical
direct application of their ancient Shinto religion would see most of our
domestic arrangements tumbled out of the windows into the street, a rich
harvest for some junk man. Nevertheless, if Christian houses were ever
treated by 'Christians' to proper spiritual interpretation such as Japanese
interpretation of "Shinto* the resulting integrity of spirit would immed-
iately bankrupt our cherished 'pictorial homes'. Even if, yes especially if
such interpretation did not enrich the soul of the West.
How our 'good taste' reacts upon and poisons them! By contact with us
they have suddenly seen how difficult and unnecessary such painstaking
aesthetic integrity is. They are seeing now how such discipline as theirs is
no longer necessary feature or even part of the temporal authority or
power and affluence we exercise. They discover it to be otherwise in the
great West they emulate.
Spiritual significance is alive and singing in everything concerning the
Japanese house. A veritable song. And it is in perfect unison with their
Heaven.
It interested and refreshed me to see the Japanese gratify their desire
for fine things—as something naturally added to them. The desire for
beauty is no more natural to them than it is to us? But they always have a
little recess in even the most humble houses devoted only to appropriate
Fine Art entertainment. They call this little treasure-alcove the Toko-
noma. A single rare painting will be hung for a day in proper season
against the quiet-toned plaster walls of the Tokonoma* A single cultured
flower arrangement in a beautiful vase will be set beside the painting? or
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